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There is a kind of dance to wildlife watching—a push and pull. You sense the animals, 
you learn their signals, you know their habits and routines. You learn to enter their en-
vironment and may even get to know an individual animal and how close it will allow 
you to come without it becoming disturbed.

To Freeze or Not

You might think that freezing in place is the best way to avoid disturbing animals. It is in 
some cases, but not always. In the suburban and urban environment, many creatures such 
as squirrels, chipmunks, skunks, and birds are accustomed to people as part of their habi-
tat. People walk on sidewalks right past tree squirrels and woodchucks all the time. These 
animals don’t become alarmed until someone stops or steps off of the sidewalk. It’s a sign 
that they’ve been noticed. Then they become concerned. And animals take cues from oth-
er animals. So if a deer stops suddenly, freezing in place, squirrels and birds look around to 
see what is amiss. If a human stops dramatically, wild animals check to see what’s up, too!

Smooth Move!

Move slowly, but don’t stalk. Your shape is important. Imagine you are a chipmunk. 
How does a human look, standing up? (From a chipmunk’s perspective, a human may 
be mostly feet and tall stick legs. One can only speculate.) How does a human look, 
crouched down? Many urban and suburban wild creatures are used to humans walk-
ing around near them. But once you lean down to look, and see them eye to eye, they 
scurry away or hide. Crouching down, which we often do to seem friendly to a child, 
can actually be more threatening to a wild animal. A crouching animal, in the wild, is 
an animal that pounces and stalks. (Unless it’s being submissive, as with pack animals 
such as wolves, which crouch to seem lower than the dominant animal.) There’s no 
one way to act around animals. Each species is different. You have to get out there and 
find out what works with each creature.

Many animals are mellower than people think. My husband walked up to a skunk 
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to let it out of a live trap, and it didn’t bother him at all. 
We’ve had close encounters with lots of skunks, and they 
don’t waste their spray on just anyone or anything. We 
saw raccoons and even woodchucks walk up to skunks 
with no negative interaction. The raccoons even pushed 
up against the sides of the skunks, as if they liked their 
smell! Still, the skunks didn’t spray.

Now, I’m not recommending you walk up to a 
skunk. No, not at all. I’m just saying that some wild 
creatures have undeserved reputations. The main rea-
son that people think skunks will spray anyone, any-
where, is that it’s people with dogs who usually find 
skunks. And dogs bumble right up and threaten the 
skunks, even trying to grab them. No wonder they get 
skunked so often. Deer, in contrast, are more danger-
ous than you might think. If they are startled, those 
hooves can do damage. Pet only the domestic animals 
you know.

Watching without Staring

Have you ever had a feeling that someone is staring at 
you? It seems wild animals notice staring, too. Mammals, 
in general, don’t like to be stared at. (At least that’s been 
my observation over years of being around wild animals.) 
Sometimes it helps, when you’re watching an animal, to 
look to the side of an animal, instead of directly at it, or 
to pretend you’re busy with something else, even when 
you’re not. The birds and other creatures may return to 
their activities.
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Dressing the Part

In nature, colors have meanings. Red and pink are sometimes warning colors. It’s best to 
dress in quiet colors for wildlife watching—try to choose milder, leafy colors, such as 
green, khaki, or brown. (Unless you want to attract hummingbirds, in which case bright 
colors are a good idea, indeed!)

One Animal, One You

Do wild animals know you? After a while, chances are, yes, they do. Studies have shown 
that crows learn individual faces and react to specific human facial features. (A scien-
tist studied this by having students use masks. Certain masks always elicited the same 
reaction.) The squirrels in our yard definitely know us. The chickadees and nuthatches 
fly right to feeders after we’ve filled them up. When a hawk is in the area, and birds are 
reluctant to come to feeders, the birds will hop in when we’re around, as if we are some 
kind of protection.

The animals seem to know my husband, Jeff, the best. As for me, I have to wear the 
same kinds of clothes and behave in the regular “human in the yard” way or they be-
come noticeably concerned. This is another advantage of having outdoor clothes, such 
as a long-sleeved shirt you always slip on. Anything you can do to make things regular 
and predictable will help you “fit in” with the creatures in your environment, so they 
will behave normally around you.
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